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Western Australian Museum › Wam Style Guide › Style guide documents Amanda Greenslade is an editor in Brisbane who offers editing services Australia-wide. Text is all around us and language is constantly evolving. The role of writers and editors is just as important in today’s information age as it was in the past. With the rise of literacy in
Australia and other developed nations, people from all walks of life are writing and reading more than ever. Many people are publishing their words online and in books without having someone trained in grammar and Australian spelling look over them. The result is websites and published works with glaring mistakes and ambiguity. Editing and
proofreading is not about being a stickler for perfection, rather it aims to make text more readable and easier to understand to the primary readership. Editing should be flexible and reflect a strong understanding of (a) the target market and (b) the technical environment of the words. For example, if the words are intended for typesetting in Adobe
InDesign, there will be different formatting requirements from what is required if they are intended for a webpage. There are many different kinds of editing and different levels of perfectionism so with each job, your editor should strive for the right balance. It may be counterproductive if an editor is too pedantic and drives a writer, designer or
publisher up the wall for the sake of a tiny number of unimportant sticking points. If you have come to this website, you may be looking for an editor (please click here) or you may be a writer or editor yourself looking for some tips on how to write in Australian English. Launch Amanda Greenslade’s Free Online Australian Style Guide. Copyright
Notice This free Australian English writing guide is free to use, as is, on this website, as a reference tool. It does not matter whether you represent an individual, a business or commercial endeavour, a government agency or a non-profit organisation. You are welcome to refer to and utilise this resource, including quoting segments of it and printing it.
However, the original source must be cited on all uses as per the following: (Greenslade, Amanda, The Free Online Australian Style Guide ) If you wish to reproduce, rewrite, modify or rebrand, publish or produce The Free Online Australian Style Guide, you must first obtain the written permission of Amanda Greenslade. Please contact me. What is
editing? What is proofreading? Read more on the PublishMyBook.Online website. Please email amanda@greensladecreations.com or call 0403 124 533 to discuss your needs. Copyright ©2011 (Site created by Greenslade Creations) The Australian Style GuideTM (ASG) is the Plain English Foundation’s definitive online resource on Australian style for
writers and editors. The ASG is clear, comprehensive and easy to use. And it’s free. It’s the ideal style reference for: professionals writing at work communication specialists students and academics. Check it out at www.australianstyleguide.com. Plain English Foundation has developed the Australian Style GuideTM to reflect Australian writing
practice in both print and digital environments. It’s equally apt for the government, corporate and university sectors. Our user friendly ASG has 120 major entries under 7 categories: Plain English Language People and places Numbering Punctuation Formatting Referencing. This gives you quick answers to common style questions. The major entries
then break down into hundreds of sub-entries that explore each topic further for those wanting more. Whether you’re looking for how to structure documents, format numbers or punctuate your content, the ASG has you covered. The Australian Style GuideTM reflects the expert knowledge of our editors who’ve been helping organisations to develop
style and writing guides for over 20 years. Our advice is evidence based, drawing from the latest research in clear communication. We review this regularly, keeping you up to date with the latest style practices. ASG offers clear and practical advice with just enough explanation to understand a style rule, how it has evolved and why it might have
changed. Above all, the ASG is easy to use. Using it regularly will help your writing to be: clear and readable consistent and error-free in line with Australian standards. The Australian Style GuideTM is free and accessible through any browser. Simply register at www.australianstyleguide.com. You can browse the guide or look for the answers to your
style question through the: category menu direct search A-Z function. No longer will you need to page through a cumbersome PDF or a heavy paper tome. Just save or bookmark the ASG link on your browser to find what you need on the spot. AustraliaUnited KingdomGlobalPlease note: The styles listed below are concerned with the style of entire
publications, not only the citations, and not only law.We have listed the styles used most commonly by legal authors writing for multidisciplinary publications. For other styles, check specific University of Melbourne library guides. Monash University Library has created a Citing and Referencing Guide which includes examples of referencing using
common styles in all disciplines.If you are submitting an article to a journal, check the journal's webpage for instructions to authors – individual journals from the same publisher often have their own style. If you are submitting a book manuscript, check the publisher's instructions to authors webpage – many publishers use a 'house' style. An individual
publisher (Hart) and individual journal (Griffith Law Review) are given below as examples.The University Library has created an interactive website, Re:Cite, that shows you how to use the following common referencing styles:APA 6thHarvardChicagoMLAVancouverAustraliaGriffith Law Review Style Guide (2001). Available freely online.Style Manual
for Authors, Editors and Printers (John Wiley & Sons, 6th ed, 2002). Available in print in the Law Library's High Use Collection – two hour loan KZ 808.027 STYLUnited KingdomRitter, R M, The Oxford Style Manual (Oxford University Press, 2003). Available in the Law Library in print at K 114 OXFOWaddington, Anne, New Hart's Rules: the Oxford
Style Guide (Oxford University Press, 2nd ed 2014). This is the latest version of the formerly entitled Hart's Rules for Compositors and Readers at the University Press, Oxford, which has been in publication since 1893. Available in print in the Law Library at K 114 NEW and as an e-book.Butcher, Judith, Butcher's Copy-editing: The Cambridge
Handbook for Editors, Copy-editors and Proofreaders (Cambridge University Press, 4th ed, 2006). Available as an e-book (UniMelb staff and students only).GlobalHarvard (Author / Date Style)There is no source document for Harvard style, so Monash University has produced a very useful Harvard Referencing Guide, based on the Australian Style
Manual for Authors, Editors and Printers(John Wiley & Sons, 6th ed, 2002).ChicagoThe Chicago Manual of Style Online (16th ed, 2010) (UniMelb staff & student access)Turabian, Kate L, A manual for writers of research papers, theses, and dissertations : Chicago Style for students and researchers (Chicago University Press, 8th ed, 2013) ('Chicago
Style Guide') Available in printMLAGibaldi, J and WS Achtert (eds), MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (Modern Language Association of America, 7th ed, 2009), Available in printAPAPublication Manual of the American Psychological Association (6th ed, 2010) Available in print only.The APA website includes lots of useful free resources
for using APA style, such as FAQs and online tutorials.Other publications to help with APA style include:Perrin, Robert, Pocket Guide to APA style (Cengage, 5th ed 2014) Available in printConcise Rules of APA style (6th ed, 2010) Available in printBeins, Bernard C, APA Style Simplified (John Wiley, 2012) Available as an e-book (University of
Melbourne staff and students only)APA Style Guide to Electronic References (6th ed, 2012) Available as an e-book (University of Melbourne staff and students only) Support MLS Donate Today Like many organisations and agencies in Australia, we’ve been using the Australian Government Style manual for authors, editors and printers (6th edition)
since it was released 18 years ago – and wishing for an updated digital version for almost as long. So the newly announced online beta – which has been sending ripples across the editing community, the communications sector and the internet – is like Christmas come early (or very, very late).What is the Style manual?The Style manual is the
foundation of many Australian house style guides, especially in the government sector. But it also plays a hidden role in the style guides of public, private and not-for-profit organisations across Australia: filling in the blanks in house style guides; answering questions that even the most comprehensive style guide might not think to cover; and helping
settle many a dispute about hyphenation, quote marks and list formatting. It gives us a national benchmark for ‘Australian English style’, just as the Macquarie Dictionary gives us the benchmark for Australian English spelling. Like Strunk & White’s Elements of Style or The Chicago Manual of Style in the US, the Style manual is something of a ‘bible’
for Australia’s professional writers, editors, proofreaders, graphic designers and publishers.Times changeThe problem is that language and society aren’t static, and as the ways we communicate change, we need updated guidelines to help us do so consistently and professionally. The online beta contains a much-needed update on inclusive language
(something we touched on recently), with vastly expanded and revised guidance on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander terminology, cultural and linguistic diversity, and gender inclusivity.Communication technology has also changed rapidly since 2002 – when the iPhone was still five years away and we had no idea that a ‘tweet’ would one day
contain words. The 2002 Style manual mentions Netscape Navigator (1994–2008) as one of two widely used ‘browser programs’ (alongside Microsoft Internet Explorer). If 18 years is a long time to wait for a revised edition, 18 years in the 21st century has felt like an eternity.More recently, the sudden shift to remote work has made the need for a
digital edition more acute than ever. Believe it or not, not everyone already has a dog-eared copy at home, and procuring dozens – or hundreds – of copies so everyone in an office can have one seems decidedly archaic. After such a long wait, this online beta couldn’t have come at a better time. And yet, reviews have been mixed.Why all the fuss?As
The Guardian reports, “not everyone is happy”, with one author going so far as to say that one specific change “hurts my feelings”. (The change in question: using numerals for numbers over two, instead of the age-old standard of spelling out numbers below 10.)But as The Guardian also points out: “It’s worth noting this isn’t the final version, but a
public beta. The manual’s team will incorporate any feedback or updates into the live release, due in September.”We’re waiting to see how things pan out once the testing phase is complete – after all, nothing is yet set in stone. (We have a sneaking suspicion the guidance on numbers might change, and we’ll be holding our breath until September to
find out.)The future of styleCome September, we’re sure many clients will stick with their existing style – spelling out numbers below 10, for example – even if it doesn’t align with the new guidelines. Others may wish to update their house style to align with the new national standard. Government agencies in particular may need to overhaul their
house style guides, especially those that refer directly to the outdated 2002 Style manual. We’ll be ready either way. We have experience creating and updating style guides for all types of industries – and we’re not (too) sentimentally attached to the old ways.As for the emotional aspect, we know it’s the human condition to be wary of change, and it’s
easy to get attached to your favourite punctuation rules. But we’ve been wishing for this update for so long that we’re hardly going to look a gift horse in the mouth. We love the new focus on respectful, inclusive language, and we’re excited about the radically improved functionality of a digital Style Manual – goodbye, sticky-note bookmarks; hello,
search! We also look forward to working with an organic reference source – one that, no longer hindered by the procedural hurdles of book publishing, can operate as a living document, easily updated in line with changes in society and how we write and communicate.The Style manual (6th edition, 2002) is dead; long live the Style Manual!Olivia
McDowell is our Senior Editor in New York. She loves the organic changeability of a good style guide, and for years has been waiting patiently for the Style Manual of the future.Read moreSeven reasons you need a good corporate style guideHow to use the principles of plain English to improve your writingHow to embrace diversity in your
professional communications
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